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INFINITESIMAL COHOMOLOGY AND THE CHERN
CHARACTER TO NEGATIVE CYCLIC HOMOLOGY
G. CORTIN˜AS, C. HAESEMEYER, AND C. WEIBEL
Abstract. There is a Chern character from K-theory to negative cyclic ho-
mology. We show that it preserves the decomposition coming from Adams
operations, at least in characteristic zero.
Introduction
Shortly after the discovery of cyclic homology, Loday and others raised the ques-
tion as to whether the Chern character ch : Kn(A)→ HNn(A) is compatible with
the Adams operations ψk; see [18, 0.4.1]. Indeed, the respective Adams operations
are defined in very different ways: for K-theory in [42] [34] (see [43]), for cyclic
homology in [16, 37] and for negative cyclic homology HN∗ in [38, 53].
The following theorem, which we also prove for schemes of finite type over a
field in Theorem 7.1 below, answers this in the affirmative for commutative rings
A containing Q.
Theorem 0.1. For any commutative Q-algebra A, the map ch : Kn(A)→ HNn(A)
satisfies ψkch(x) = k ch(ψkx). That is, ch sends K
(i)
n (A) to HN
(i)
n (A).
Because K(i)(A) and HN (i−1)(A) are the eigenspaces for ψk = ki (see [38, 4.5]),
the two formulations in this theorem are equivalent. The shift in indexing for HN
arises from the desire to have λk = (−1)k−1ki on HN (i)(A); see [38, 4.5.4].
Example 0.2. To see the difference in eigenvalues, consider the ring R = F [t, t−1].
It is well known that the element t ∈ K1(R) satisfies ψ
k(t) = k · t for all k, while
its character in HN1(R) satisfies ψ
kch(t) = k2ch(t); see [38, 8.4.7]. The image of
ch(t) in HH1(R) = Ω
1
R is dt/t, and again ψ
k(dt/t) = k2(dt/t).
Several special cases of this theorem have been addressed in the literature. The
case of nilpotent ideals was asserted in the proof of [16, 7.5.5] and established by
Cathelineau in [C] (see our Appendix A). The case K0(A) → HN0(A), as well as
the case n < 0, was settled in [52], since HNn(A) → HPn(A) is an isomorphism
for n ≤ 0 and the composition Kn(A) → HNn(A) → HPn(A) was shown to
have this property in loc. cit. The Dennis trace map, which is the composition
Kn(A) → HNn(A) → HHn(A), was shown to be compatible with the Adams
operations by Kantorowitz in [32]. Given the results of [11], Gillet and Soule´ proved
a very similar result in [19, 3.2.2 and 6.1], using the universal total Chern class.
Our method is to use infinitesimal cohomology to reduce the problem to the
nilpotent case considered by Cathelineau. To that end, the goal of the first three
sections is to interpret the infinitesimal cohomology H∗(Xinf , HN) in terms of
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H∗(Xinf ,O). In section 1, we recall some basic facts about infinitesimal cohomology,
introduced by Grothendieck in [Dix]. Section 2 reviews some elementary facts about
pro-homological algebra which we need in section 3 to prove a pro-version of the
Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg Theorem. The interpretation ofHn(Xinf , HN), and
the fact that it vanishes for n < 0, occurs in 3.8.
Section 4 introduces sheaf hypercohomology spectra for the infinitesimal topol-
ogy, as a generalization of Grothendieck’s construction. These ideas are applied to
the K-theory spectrum in section 5, where the space H(Xinf ,K) is compared to
the fiber K inf of the Chern character. Here we establish the technical fact that
HNn(X)→ πn−1H(Xinf , HNI) is an isomorphism for n ≤ −2, and is injective for
n = −1, where the presheaf HNI on Xinf is defined in 5.1 so that H(Xinf , HNI)
is the fiber of H(Xinf , HN)→ HN(X).
Section 6 extends Cathelineau’s result to schemes, and to infinitesimal hyper-
cohomology. Finally, our main theorem is proven in section 7 as a special case of
Theorem 7.1, which in turn follows from the technical fact mentioned above.
In Appendix A, we provide a technical correction to the preprint of [40], and to
its use in the proof of Cathelineau’s theorem in [C]. Although this correction is
well known to the experts, it has not appeared in print before. In Appendix B, we
give a simplicial presheaf version (and a spectrum version) of the same theorem.
It is this version of Cathelineau’s construction that we need in order to prove our
main theorem. Appendix B depends upon some technical results about the model
structure of simplicial presheaves (of sets); these results are proven in Appendix C.
Notation. We shall write Sch/F for the category of schemes essentially of finite
type over a field F . Objects of Sch/F shall be called F -schemes. If k ⊂ F is a
subfield, we write Ωp/k for the sheaf of p-differential forms; we will write Ω
p when
k is clear from the context. If H is a functor on Sch/F and X = Spec(A), we shall
sometimes write H(A) instead of H(SpecA); for example, H∗(A,Ωp) is used for
H∗(SpecA,Ωp).
We use cohomological indexing for all chain complexes in this paper; for a com-
plex C, C[p]q = Cp+q. For example, the Hochschild, cyclic, periodic and negative
cyclic homology of schemes over a field k (such as F -schemes over a field F ⊇ k) can
be defined using the Zariski hypercohomology of certain presheaves of complexes;
see [54] and [11, 2.7] for precise definitions. We shall write these presheaves as
HH(/k), HC(/k), HP (/k) and HN(/k), respectively, omitting k from the nota-
tion if it is clear from the context.
If E is a presheaf of spectra on Sch/F (or just on X), we write U 7→ Hzar(U, E)
for Thomason’s sheaf hypercohomology spectrum [47, 1.33]. Jardine showed in [28,
3.3] that Hzar(−, E) is the fibrant replacement for E in the model structure of [29,
1.5]; see [48, D.5]. We say that E satisfies Zariski descent on Sch/F (or on X) if
the natural maps E(U)→ Hzar(U, E) are homotopy equivalences for all U in Sch/F
(resp., U ⊂ X).
It is well known (see [53, 10.9.19]) that there is an Eilenberg-MacLane functor
C 7→ |C| from chain complexes of abelian groups to spectra, and from presheaves
of chain complexes of abelian groups to presheaves of spectra. This functor sends
quasi-isomorphisms of complexes to weak homotopy equivalences of spectra, and
satisfies πn(|C|) = H
−n(C); the loop space is Ω|C| ≃ |C[−1]|. For example, apply-
ing πn to the Chern character K → |HN | yields maps Kn(A) → H
−nHN(A) =
HNn(A).
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1. Infinitesimal cohomology of sheaves
Recall from [Dix] that a closed immersion of schemes U →֒ T is called a thickening
of U if its ideal of definition is nilpotent; by abuse of notation, we write T to mean
U →֒ T . For X ∈ Sch/F , the infinitesimal site Xinf consists of the category inf(X)
and its coverings, which we now define. Objects of inf(X) are thickenings U →֒ T ,
where U is an open subscheme of X ; morphisms from U →֒ T to U ′ →֒ T ′ are
morphisms T → T ′ in Sch/F under inclusions U ⊆ U ′. A covering of T is a family
of morphisms {Ti → T } such that the Ti form a Zariski open covering of T .
A sheaf E on Xinf is the same thing as a compatible collection of Zariski sheaves
{ET ∈ Sh(T ) : T ∈ inf(X)} (see [3, §5], [Dix, 4.1]). It follows that Xinf has enough
points, namely the Zariski points on the thickenings T .
Note that by definition, the forgetful functor
u : inf(X)→ Sch/F, (U →֒ T ) 7→ T,
is a morphism of sites (Sch/F )zar → Xinf . Thus if E is a Zariski sheaf on Sch/F ,
its restriction to inf(X) defines a sheaf u∗E on Xinf ; by abuse, we will write E for
u∗E . The usual global sections functor takes a sheaf E on Xinf to:
H0(Xinf , E) = Γinf(E) = lim
T∈inf(X)
H0(T, ET ),
and the infinitesimal cohomology of a sheaf of abelian groups is defined as:
(1.1) H∗(Xinf , E) = H
∗ H(Xinf , E), where H(Xinf , E) = RΓinf(E).
Example 1.2. For affine X = Spec(A), we can compute infinitesimal cohomology
using the method outlined by Grothendieck in [Dix, p. 338]. Suppose for simplicity
that E is a quasi-coherent sheaf on Sch/F , and that the natural map j∗ET ′ → ET
is an isomorphism for every closed embedding j : T →֒ T ′ in inf(X); in this case E
is called a crystal; see [3, 2.12].
Let A = S/I1 be a presentation of A as a quotient of a smooth F -algebra S, and
write Iν for the kernel of S
⊗ν → A. Then each S⊗ν• = {S
⊗ν/Imν }m is a tower of
algebras, and [ν] 7→ {S⊗ν+1• } is a cosimplicial tower of algebras. Following [Dix],
set Y νm = Spec(S
⊗ν/Imν ). Further, define E(Y
ν
• ) = lim←−m
E(Y νm). Regarding the
cosimplicial group E(Y ∗+1• ) as a cochain complex, we have:
H∗(Xinf , E) = H
∗E(Y ∗+1• ).
Here is a modern interpretation of Grothendieck’s argument in [Dix, 5.2]. The
functor Γinf factors as the forgetful functor Γzar from sheaves to presheaves, followed
by the inverse limit functor. The forgetful functor preserves injectives as it is right
adjoint to sheafification. Following [4, XI.6] and [47, 5.32], we write holimT for
R limT∈inf(X) and Hzar(T, E) for RΓzar(T, E). It follows from [53, 10.8.3] that we
have an isomorphism in the derived category:
(1.3) H(Xinf , E) ≃ holimT Hzar(T, E).
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that X = Spec(A) and A = S/I for a smooth algebra S.
Then the simplicial cotower [ν] 7→ {Y ν+1• } of 1.2 is right cofinal in inf(X).
Right cofinality means that for each object T of inf(X), the category T/i is
contractible, where i denotes the inclusion of the simplicial cotower into inf(X).
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Proof. By [8, 5.1], the simplicial cotower is right cofinal in the subcategoryX/inf(X)
of thickenings of X . We assert that the proof of [8, 5.1] goes through mutatis mu-
tandis. Given a thickening U →֒ T , set B = O(T ), C = O(U) and pick r so that
ker(B → C)r = 0. Consider the cosimplicial object hr : ∆ → inf(X)
op defined by
the Y ν+1r .
As in op. cit., the inclusion T/hr ⊂ T/i is a homotopy equivalence, (T/hr)
op
is the homotopy colimit of the discrete simplicial set Hominf(X)(T, Y
∗+1
r ), and this
simplicial set is contractible. Since T/hr is contractible, so is T/i. 
Let [ν] 7→ Cν be a cosimplicial abelian group or, more generally, a cosimplicial
complex of abelian groups. Recall from [47, 5.32] that the Bousfield-Kan total
complex holimν∈∆C
∗
ν = Totν C
∗
ν is just a specific Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of
the associated total cochain complex C∗.
Proposition 1.5. Suppose that X = Spec(A) and that E is a cochain complex of
quasi-coherent sheaves on Sch/F .
(1) holimT E(T ) ≃ Totν(R lim←−m
) E(Y ν+1m ).
(2) Assume that j∗ET ′ → ET is onto for every closed embedding j : T →֒ T
′
in inf(X). Writing E(Y ν• ) for lim←−m
E(Y νm) as in Example 1.2, we have:
H(Xinf , E) ≃ Totν E(Y
ν+1
• ).
Proof. By Lemma 1.4 and the cofinality theorem [4, XI.9.2], holimT is equivalent to
holimN×∆ = holim∆ holimN = Tot(R lim←−m
). Part (1) follows because, by hypothe-
sis, E(T ) = Hzar(T, E) for all affine T . Under the assumptions of (2), R lim←−m
E(Y νm)
can be replaced by lim
←−m
E(Y νm) = E(Y
ν
• ). 
Remark 1.5.1. Let k ⊂ F be a subfield. The sheaf Ωp = Ωp/k of p-differential forms
is not a crystal for p 6= 0 in the sense of 1.2. However, it satisfies the hypotheses of
1.5(2), allowing us to compute H(Xinf ,Ω
p) using Totν .
Let E be a cochain complex of sheaves of abelian groups on inf(X).
Lemma 1.6. The presheaf V 7→ H(Vinf , E) satisfies Zariski descent on X.
Proof. For every Zariski open j : V ⊂ X , the inclusion inf(V ) ⊂ inf(X) has a right
adjoint ρ : inf(X)→ inf(V ), sending thickenings of U to thickenings of U ∩ V . For
simplicity, we shall write T ∩ V for the thickening of U ∩ V corresponding to T , so
that ρ(U →֒ T ) is U ∩ V →֒ T ∩ V . By 1.4, the Bousfield-Kan cofinality theorem
[4, XI.9.2] applies to say that the map of Cartan-Eilenberg resolutions
(1.6a) holim
T∈inf(X)
Hzar(T ∩ V, E)→ holim
inf(V )
Hzar(T, E)
is a quasi-isomorphism. Now if {V1, V2} is a Zariski cover of an open V , we have a
distinguished triangle for every T in inf(V ):
Hzar(T, E)→ Hzar(T ∩ V1, E)×Hzar(T ∩ V2, E)→ Hzar(T ∩ V1 ∩ V2, E).
Taking the homotopy limit over T , we obtain the triangle
H(Vinf , E)→ H(V1inf , E)×H(V2inf , E)→ H((V1 ∩ V2)inf , E),
which implies the assertion that H(−inf , E) satisfies Zariski descent on X . 
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Remark 1.6.1. Formula (1.6a) says that for any Zariski open j : V ⊂ X and any
complex of presheaves of abelian groups E on inf(V ), the direct image j∗E(T ) =
E(T ∩ V ) satisfies H(Vinf , E) ∼= H(Xinf , j∗E).
Here is an extension of Grothendieck’s theorem [Dix, 4.1]:
Theorem 1.7. The brutal truncations Ω∗ → Ω≤i → Ω0 = O induce homotopy
equivalences
H(Xinf ,Ω
∗) ≃ H(Xinf ,Ω
≤i) ≃ H(Xinf ,O).
Proof. From the hypercohomology spectral sequence (see [53, 5.7.9])
Ep,q1 = H
q(Xinf ,Ω
p)⇒ Hp+q(Xinf ,Ω
∗),
we see that it suffices to prove that H(Xinf ,Ω
p) = 0 for p > 0. By induction on the
size of a separated cover, using Lemma 1.6, we are reduced to the case in which X
is separated. A similar induction reduces us to the case in which X is affine.
The affine case was established in [10, 7.9] using the method of Example 1.2
above. As argued in loc. cit., it suffices to show that {ΩpS⊗•/I•}ν is acyclic, where
S is a symmetric algebra. This complex is the inverse limit of the tower
{ΩpS⊗•/I
m
• Ω
p
S⊗•}ν .
When I = 0, a more or less explicit chain contraction is given in loc. cit., and is
defined by differential operators.
Since a contraction of this kind must be continuous for the I•-adic topology, the
result follows. 
Associated to the deRham mixed complex (ΩR, 0, d) is the Connes double com-
plex HCΩR for cyclic homology; see [38, 2.5.10], [53, 9.8.8]. We can also form
double complexes HPΩR and HNΩR for periodic and negative cyclic homology.
The following is immediate from Theorem 1.7 and the hypercohomology spectral
sequence for the row filtration on these double complexes.
Corollary 1.8. For any X in Sch/F , H(Xinf , HCΩ) ≃
∏
i≥0H(Xinf ,O)[2i].
Similarly, for the periodic and negative cyclic variants we have
H(Xinf , HPΩ) ≃
∏
i∈Z
H(Xinf ,O)[2i] and H(Xinf , HNΩ) ≃
∏
i≤0
H(Xinf ,O)[2i].
2. pro-homological algebra
In order to prove the main result (Theorem 3.2) in the next section, we need some
elementary results on the homological algebra of pro-objects. No great originality
is claimed for the results in this section.
We recall from [1, A.4.5] that if A is an abelian category then the pro-category
pro–A is also abelian, and so is the full subcategory of pro–A consisting of towers
{Am} = {Am}m (indexed by the natural numbers m ≥ 0).
A tower {Am} is isomorphic to 0 in pro–A if and only if it satisfies the trivial
Mittag-Leffler condition that for every m there exists a j > m such that Aj → Am
is zero. A strict morphism of towers {fm} : {Am} → {Bm} is an isomorphism in
pro–A if and only if the kernel {ker(fm)} and cokernel {coker(fm)} are isomorphic
to 0 in pro–A.
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If {im} is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers then {Aim} → {Am}
is an isomorphism in pro–A, and every morphism {Ai} → {Bm} in pro–A is rep-
resented by a strict morphism of towers {Aim} → {Bm}.
If R is a ring, M an R-module, and J ⊂ R an ideal, we write M/J∞M for the
pro-R-module {M/JmM}m.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a noetherian ring and J an ideal. Then M 7→M/J∞M is an
exact functor from the category of finitely generated R-modules to pro-R-modules.
Proof. Suppose that 0 → L → M → N → 0 is an exact sequence of finitely
generated R-modules. Then M/J∞M → N/J∞N is onto with kernel {L/JmM ∩
L}. By the Artin-Rees lemma, {JmL} → {JmM ∩ L} is a pro-isomorphism. It
follows that {L/JmL} → {L/JmM ∩ L} is also a pro-isomorphism. 
Example 2.2. If I is an ideal in a ring S, then the pro-R-modules ΩpS/I
∞ΩpS and
{ΩpS/Im} are isomorphic for all p, with the isomorphism coming from the Funda-
mental Exact Sequence
I/I2 → ΩS/IΩS → ΩS/I → 0. In particular, lim←−
ΩpS/I
mΩpS = lim←−
ΩpS/Im .
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a ring, J ⊂ R an ideal and f : M → N a surjective
homomorphism of R-modules. Let P := {Pm} be a pro-R-module such that each
Pm is a projective R/J
m-module. Given any morphism g : P → N/J∞N of pro-R-
modules, there exists a pro-homomorphism h : P →M/J∞M making the following
diagram commute.
P
h
xx
g

M/J∞M
f
// N/J∞N
Proof. Choose a representative {gm : Pim → N/J
mN} of g. Then each Qm =
Pim/J
mPim is a projective R/J
m-module, and there is a pro-module isomorphism
{Qm} ∼= {Pm}.
Replacing {Pm} by {Qm} if necessary, we may assume that {gm : Pm →
N/JmN} is a strict map.
We will construct a strict lift {hm} by induction on m. The case m = 1 is clear
because P1 is a projective R/J-module. Inductively, we have a lift hm : Pm →
M/JmM of gm and hence a map Pm+1 → M/J
mM ×N/JmN N/J
m+1N . Since
M/Jm+1 → M/JmM ×N/JmN N/J
m+1N is onto and Pm+1 is projective, we get
the desired lift Pm+1 →M/J
m+1 compatible with hm and gm+1. 
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a noetherian ring, M a finitely generated R-module, and
ǫ : L∗ → M a resolution by finitely generated R-modules. Let J ⊂ R be an ideal.
Then L∗/J
∞L∗ →M/J
∞M is a resolution in the category of pro-R-modules.
If in addition P∗ = {P∗,m}m is a chain complex of pro-R-modules, such that
each Pn,m is a projective R/J
m-module, and P∗ → M/J
∞M is a chain map of
pro-modules, then there is a chain map of pro-modules P∗ → L∗/J
∞L, unique up
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to pro-chain homotopy, making the following diagram commute.
P∗
xx 
L∗/J
∞L // M/J∞M
Proof. The first assertion is just Lemma 2.1. Given this, the proof of the usual
Comparison Theorem [53, 2.2.6] goes through using Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a ring and let r1, . . . , rn ∈ R be such that R = (r1, . . . , rn)R.
Then for every pro-R-module M = {Mm}, M is pro-isomorphic to 0 if and only if
each M [1/ri] is.
Proof. Straightforward, using the trivial Mittag-Leffler condition. 
If {P∗ = P∗,m} is a pro-chain complex, meaning that P∗,m is a chain complex
for each m and the P∗,m+1 → P∗,m are chain maps, then we may regard P as a
chain complex of pro-objects. Conversely, any bounded below chain complex of
pro-objects is pro-isomorphic to a pro-chain complex via the re-indexing trick.
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a ring, J ⊂ R an ideal, P∗ and Q∗ two bounded below
pro-complexes of R-modules, and f : P∗ → Q∗ a homomorphism of complexes of
pro-R-modules. Assume that at each level m and each degree n, both Pn,m and
Qn,m are R/J
m-modules, that Pn,m is projective, and that each complex Q∗,m is
acyclic.
Then for every additive functor F from R-modules to an abelian category A, and
each n, the induced map Hn(F (P∗))→ Hn(F (Q∗))
is zero in pro–A.
Proof. We claim that by re-indexing P∗ we may assume that f is a strict chain map
of towers. In this case, because each P∗,m is a complex of projectives and each Q∗,m
is acyclic, each fm is chain-homotopic to zero by the usual Comparison Theorem
[53, 2.2.6], and the result follows.
To see the claim, note that
we can choose a function h : N2 → N, strictly increasing with respect to each
variable separately,
together with a representative fn,m : Pn,h(n,m) → Qn,m, so that the following
diagram commutes for all n and m:
Pn+1,h(n+1,m+1)
∂

// Pn+1,h(n+1,m)
∂

fn+1,m
// Qn+1,m
∂

Pn+1,h(n+1,m) // Pn,h(n,m)
fn,m
// Qn,m.
(We have abused notation by omitting all notation for transition maps
P∗,j → P∗,i.) Set P
′
n,m = Pn,h(n,m)/J
mPn,h(n,m); this is a projective R/J
m-
module. Because P∗ is a pro-complex, P
′
∗ is a tower of chain complexes, pro-
isomorphic to P∗, and the induced map P
′
∗ → Q∗ is a strict map of towers of
complexes. 
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3. Pro-Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem
Let F be a field, S an algebra over F , and I ⊂ S an ideal. Write Ω and HH for
Ω∗/F and Hochschild homology taken over F , respectively. Then the shuffle product
[53, 9.4.4] induces a map of graded pro-S-modules:
(3.1) {ΩpS/Im}m → {HHp(S/I
m)}m.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem for fields F of
arbitrary characteristic, and its analogue for subfields k ⊆ F in characteristic 0.
Theorem 3.2. If S is essentially of finite type and smooth over F then (3.1) is a
pro-isomorphism for every ideal I ⊂ S.
The proof of Theorem 3.2 which we shall give is an adaptation to the pro-setting
of the proof of the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem [26] [53, 9.4.7]. In the
proof, all vector spaces, tensor products, algebras, and differential forms will be
taken over F .
Proof. Let J = ker(Se → S), where Se = S⊗S. Because J /J 2 = Ω1S is projective,
J is locally a complete intersection. Thus we can find elements α1, . . . , αn ∈ S
e
such that Spec(S) = V (J ) ⊂
⋃
i SpecS
e[1/αi] and such that for each i, the ideal
J [1/αi] ⊂ S
e[1/αi] is a complete intersection. Let si be the image of αi under the
map Se → S; we have Se[1/αi]/J [1/αi] = S[1/si], and SpecS =
⋃
i SpecS[1/si].
Upon replacing αi by (si ⊗ si)αi if necessary, we may assume that S
e[1/αi] is a
localization of S[1/si]
e. Lemma 2.5 applied to the pro-S-modules given by the
kernel and cokernel of the map (3.1) shows that it suffices to check that the latter
becomes an isomorphism after inverting each si. Fixing i, replacing S by S[1/si],
and setting α = αi, we may therefore assume that Jα = J [1/α] is a complete
intersection in Seα = S
e[1/α], and that S = S[1/α]. Put
J = (S ⊗ I + I ⊗ S)[1/α] and J (m) = (S ⊗ Im + Im ⊗ S)[1/α].
Note that J (m) ⊂ Jm and J2m ⊂ J (m), so J (•) and J• are equivalent filtrations
and the pro-algebra map {(S/Im)e = Se/J (m)} → {Se/J∞} is an isomorphism.
Consider the bar resolution Cbar∗ (S)
∼
−→S of S as a Se-module; it has
Cbarn (S) = S
e ⊗ S⊗n = S⊗n+2 (n ≥ 0).
Because Seα is a localization of S
e, Seα⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S) is an S
e
α-projective resolution of
S. Since Seα/J
(m) = (S/Im)eα,
Q∗,m = S
e
α ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
m) = (S/Im)eα ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
m)
is a projective (S/Im)eα-module resolution of S/I
m. Similarly, its quotient
P∗,m = S
e
α/J
m ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
m)
is a complex of projective Seα/J
m-modules. Setting Seα/J
(∞) = {Seα/J
(m)} we have
an isomorphism of pro-complexes
(3.2a) Q∗ = S
e
α/J
(∞) ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
∞S)
∼
−→Seα/J
∞ ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
∞S) = P∗.
Choose x1, . . . , xd ∈ J whose images in Jα form a regular sequence of generators,
and write L∗ for the Koszul complexK(S
e
α;x1, . . . , xd). Then L∗ is an S
e
α-projective
resolution of S, of the form L∗ = S
e
α ⊗ ∧
∗V , where V is a d-dimensional F -vector
space with basis {v1, . . . , vd}, and L1 → L0 sends vi to xi.
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By the Comparison Theorem, there is a chain equivalence L∗
ǫ
−→Seα ⊗ C
bar
∗ (S)
of projective resolutions of S, unique up to chain homotopy. We can in fact choose
ǫ to induce the map (3.1). To do so, write
xi =
∑
j rij(sij⊗1−1⊗sij), with rij , sij ∈ S, and set ǫ(vi) =
∑
j rij⊗sij⊗1. This
defines a map V → Seα⊗SeC
bar
1 (S), and we extend it to an S
e
α-linear homomorphism
of chain complexes using the shuffle product of Cbar∗ (S).
Composing ǫ with Seα ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S)→ P∗,m induces maps L∗/J
mL∗ → P∗,m and
hence a strict map of pro-complexes
(3.2b) ǫ : L/J∞L→ P∗
which covers the identity of S/I∞S. Since S/Im = S ⊗Seα S
e
α/J
m, tensoring (3.2b)
over Seα with S and using 2.2, we obtain a chain map of pro-complexes
{ΩS/Im}m ∼= ΩS/I
∞ΩS = S/I
∞ ⊗ ∧∗V =(3.2c)
S ⊗Se L/J
∞L
ǫS−→ S ⊗Se P∗ ∼= {S/I
m ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
m)}m.
where the boundary operator of the first two complexes is the zero map. We observe
that the homology of the right side computes HH∗(S/I
∞), and that (3.2c) induces
the same map in homology as the map (3.1) (obtained from the shuffle product).
We shall prove that (3.2c) is a quasi-isomorphism. By 2.4, we have a map
µ : P∗ = S
e
α/J
∞ ⊗Se C
bar
∗ (S/I
∞)→ L/J∞L
which again covers the identity of S/I∞S. Note moreover that
L0/J
∞L0 = S
e
α/J
∞ = Seα/J
∞ ⊗Se C
bar
0 (S/I
∞S)
so we can take µ to be the identity in degree zero. By the uniqueness in 2.4, we
obtain an Seα-linear homotopy µǫ→ 1L/J∞L. Applying S⊗Seα and taking homology
in (3.2c), we obtain that (3.1) is a monomorphism in pro-homology.
To prove that (3.1) is also surjective we note that, by (3.2a), we may augment
the pro-complex Q∗ to a pro-acyclic complex by adding S/I
∞S in degree −1. Now
consider the map {P∗,2m}m → {Q∗,m} which is zero in degrees −1, 0 and agrees
with ǫµ − 1 in higher degrees. Applying Lemma 2.6 to this map (relative to the
ideal J2), we see that the composition with (3.2a) is zero on homology. Since this
map is ǫµ− 1, ǫµ is the identity map on homology, as required. 
Note that the map µ constructed in the proof depends critically upon the Artin-
Rees Lemma for J , even in degree 2. The following example illustrates Theorem 3.2
in a simple case. Set Λm = F [x]/(x
m+1) and ΛRm = R[x]/(x
m+1). It is well known
that HHn(Λm) ∼= Λm−1 for all n > 0. By the Ku¨nneth formula, HH∗(Λ
R
m) =
HH∗(R)⊗F HH∗(Λm).
Lemma 3.3. Let F be a field of characteristic zero. For any F -algebra R and
for all M > 2m, the image of HHn(Λ
R
M ) → HHn(Λ
R
m) is
(
HHn(R) ⊗ Λm
)
⊕(
HHm−1(R)⊗ Ω
1
Λm/F
)
.
In particular, if R is smooth over F , then the image is
ΩnΛRm/F =
(
ΩnR/F ⊗F Λm
)
⊕
(
Ωn−1R ⊗F Ω
1
Λm/F
)
.
Proof. Explicit Λm-module generators were given in [17, 1.10] for HH∗(Λm) in
terms of u = [x] and of the sum tm of all terms x
a[xb|x] with a+ b = m, considered
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as elements of the bar complex: HH2i(Λm) is generated by xt
i
m, and HH2i+1(Λm)
is generated by utim. If M > 2m, every term in tM contains an x
m+1 factor
and so vanishes in the bar complex of Λm. It follows that the map HHn(ΛM )→
HHn(Λm) is zero for all n > 1. By the Ku¨nneth formula, the map from HHn(R⊗F
ΛM ) to HHn(R⊗F Λm) vanishes on all summands except for HHn(R)⊗F ΛM and
HHn−1(R)⊗F Ω
1
ΛM/F
, where it is the natural surjection. 
We can use the following spectral sequence to replace F by any subfield k in the
statement of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. (Kassel-Sledsjœ, [33, 4.3a]) Let k ⊆ F be fields of characteristic zero.
For each p ≥ 1 there is a bounded second quadrant homological spectral sequence
(0 ≤ i < p, j ≥ 0):
pE
1
−i,i+j = Ω
i
F/k ⊗F HH
(p−i)
p−i+j(R/F )⇒ HH
(p)
p+j(R/k)
Proposition 3.5. Let k ⊂ F be fields of characteristic zero, S an algebra over F ,
essentially of finite type and smooth, and I ⊂ S an ideal. Write Ω for Ω/k. For
each p ≥ 0, the shuffle product induces an isomorphism of pro-S-modules
(3.6) {ΩpS/Im}m → {HHp((S/I
n)/k)}m
Proof. Applying the natural, uniformly bounded spectral sequence of Lemma 3.4
levelwise, we obtain a bounded spectral sequence in the category of pro-S-modules,
which converges to the pro-Hochschild homology over k of S/I∞. It follows from
Theorem 3.2 that the latter spectral sequence degenerates, being zero for j 6= 0,
proving the result. 
For any Q-algebra R, let (C(R), b, B) be the usual cyclic mixed complex of R;
we have a canonical map e : (C(R), b, B)→ (ΩR, 0, d) (see [53, 9.8.12]).
Proposition 3.7. The map of mixed complexes e : (C, b,B)→ (Ω, 0, d) induces an
equivalence of fibration sequences for every X in Sch/F :
H(Xinf , HN) //
∼

HP (X) //
∼

H(Xinf , HC)[2]
∼
∏
i≤0H(Xinf ,O)[2i] //
∏
i∈Z H(Xinf ,O)[2i]
//
∏
i>0H(Xinf ,O)[2i]
Proof. The top row is H(Xinf ,−) applied to the triangle HN → HP → HC[2],
using Example 4.6 below. By Corollary 1.8, the bottom row is H(Xinf ,−) applied
to the triangle HNΩ → HPΩ → HCΩ[2]. The vertical maps are the maps e, so
the diagram commutes. It remains to show that e induces equivalences. For this,
we may assume that X is affine by repeated applications of Lemma 1.6.
Consider the induced morphism e : H(Xinf , E) → H(Xinf , EΩ), where E is HC,
HP or HN . By 1.5.1 and 1.5(2), e is Totν applied to the map lim←−m
E(Y ν+1m ) →
lim
←−m
(EΩ)(Y ν+1m ), which is a weak equivalence by (3.6). 
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Example 3.8. Taking cohomology in 3.7, we see that Hn(Xinf , HN) is: 0 for n < 0;
H0(Xinf ,O) for n = 0; and for n > 0 it is the (finite) product
Hn(Xinf , HN) =
∏
0≤j≤n/2
Hn−2j(Xinf ,O).
4. Infinitesimal hypercohomology spectra
In this section, we rework the homological material of section 1 in the context
of presheaves of spectra. We need this generality in order to form the infinitesimal
hypercohomology spectrum for K-theory, introduced in section 5. The main result
of this section (Theorem 4.9) is that our construction is the categorical hypercoho-
mology spectrum, i. e., global sections of the fibrant replacement functor.
Definition 4.1. Let E be a presheaf of spectra on Xinf . We define H(Xinf , E) to
be the homotopy limit
H(Xinf , E) = holim
T∈inf(X)
Hzar(T, E).
By construction [4, XI.3.4], there is a canonical map H(Xinf , E) → Hzar(X, E).
Since this spectrum definition is parallel to the homological construction in (1.3),
we see that H(Xinf , E) agrees with the homological definition (1.1) when E is an
Eilenberg-MacLane spectra associated to a complex of sheaves.
Example 4.2. For all X in Sch/F , we see from 3.7 and 3.8 that
H(Xinf , HN) ∼=
∏
j≥0
Ω2jH(Xinf ,O).
In particular, if n > 0 then πnH(Xinf , HN) = 0, and π0H(Xinf , HN) = H
0(Xinf ,O).
Because holim and Hzar(X,−) preserve fibration sequences, we have:
Lemma 4.3. H(Xinf ,−) preserves fibration sequences.
We say that E is nilinvariant on Xzar if it takes thickenings U →֒ T to weak
equivalences for every open U in X .
Example 4.4. For example, H(−inf , E) is nilinvariant on Xzar because for any thick-
ening X →֒ X ′ the map inf(X ′)→ inf(X) has a left adjoint (the pushout of U →֒ T
along the unique U ⊂ U ′), so that holiminf(X′) and holiminf(X) are weak equivalent.
Lemma 4.5. If E is nilinvariant on Xzar, and satisfies Zariski descent on X, then
H(Xinf , E) ∼= E(X).
Proof. By nilinvariance, E(T ) ≃ E(U) for any infinitesimal thickening U →֒ T
in inf(X). Therefore H(Xinf , E) ∼= holimU∈Xzar E(U). By Zariski descent, this
homotopy limit is Hzar(X, E) ≃ E(X). 
Example 4.6. Periodic cyclic homology HP is nilinvariant (see Goodwillie [23] [53,
9.9.9]), and satisfies Zariski descent (see [11, 2.9]). Thus H(Xinf , HP ) ∼= HP (X).
Here is the spectrum analogue of Example 1.2 and 1.5, which says that whenX =
Spec(A) is affine, the groups H∗(Xinf , E) may be computed using the thickenings
Y νm = Spec(S
⊗ν/Imν ) constructed in 1.2.
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Lemma 4.7. Let E be a presheaf of spectra on Sch/F satisfying Zariski descent.
Then for each F -algebra A of finite type, presented as in Example 1.2:
H((SpecA)inf , E) ≃ Totν E(Y
ν+1
• ).
Proof. Set X = Spec(A). By definition 4.1, H(Xinf , E) ≃ holimT E(T ), and each
E(T ) is a fibrant spectrum; our goal is to interpret the homotopy limit via Tot.
Let A = S/I1 be a presentation of A as a quotient of a smooth F -algebra. As in
Example 1.2, we form the cosimplicial tower of algebras S⊗ν+1• and the simplicial
cotower Y ν• in the category inf(X).
By Lemma 1.4, Bousfield-Kan cofinality [4, XI.9.2] and [4, XI.4.1–4.3],
holim
T
E(T ) ≃ holim
∆
holim
Nop
E(Y ν+1m ) ≃ holim
∆
E(Y ν+1• ).
As in 1.5, but using [4, XI.4.4], this is Totν of E(Y
⊗ν+1
• ). 
Now we compare the H(Xinf ,−) construction of Definition 4.1 with the categor-
ical hypercohomology construction of [47] and [28]. As one might expect, it turns
out that infinitesimal hypercohomology can be computed as global sections of a
fibrant replacement in an appropriate model structure.
Recall from [29] that there is a “local injective” model structure on presheaves of
spectra on any site, and in particular on inf(X). A map E → E ′ is an (infinitesimal)
local weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on sheaves of homotopy groups;
it is a cofibration if each E(T ) → E ′(T ) is a cofibration of spectra in the sense of
[5]; fibrations are defined by the right lifting property.
Proposition 4.8. For any local weak equivalence E → E ′ of presheaves of spectra
on inf(X), the map H(Xinf , E)→ H(Xinf , E
′) is a weak equivalence of spectra.
Proof. By the discussion in section 1, the hypothesis means that the stalks of π∗E
and π∗E
′ are isomorphic at every Zariski point t ∈ T , for any U →֒ T in Xinf .
Fixing T , this shows that ET → E
′
T is a Zariski local weak equivalence in T , and
hence that Hzar(T, E) → Hzar(T, E
′) is a homotopy equivalence. By [4, XI.5.6],
holimT preserves homotopy equivalences, so H(Xinf , E) ≃ H(Xinf , E
′). 
Recall that a fibrant replacement of E is a cofibration E → E ′ with E ′ fibrant
which is a weak equivalence. Because the T form a covering sieve of the terminal
sheaf ∗ on Xinf , the global sections spectrum of E
′ is
hom∗(∗, E
′) = hom∗(lim−→T
T, E ′) = lim
←−T
hom∗(T, E
′) = lim
←−T
E ′(T ).
Here hom∗(T, E
′) denotes the usual spectrum Hom from a presheaf of sets into a
spectrum, and T is regarded as a (representable) presheaf of sets.
Theorem 4.9. Let E be a presheaf of spectra on Xinf. Suppose E → E
′ is a fibrant
replacement. Then H(Xinf , E) ∼= hom∗(∗, E
′).
Proof. By 4.8, H(Xinf , E) ≃ H(Xinf , E
′), so we may assume E = E ′.
For any U ⊆ T in inf(X), consider the functor t : zar(T ) → inf(X) sending a
Zariski open T ′ ⊆ T to the evident thickening of U ×T T
′. It induces a morphism
of topoi t∗, from sheaves on Xinf to Zariski sheaves on T . Now t∗ preserves globally
fibrant objects by [30, p.119], so we consider E ′T = t∗(E
′).
Since globally fibrant presheaves on T satisfy Zariski descent [28], it follows that
E ′(T ) = E ′T (T ) ≃ Hzar(T, E
′
T ) and hence that H(Xinf , E
′) ≃ holimT E
′(T ).
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Consider the covering sieve {T } of ∗, the terminal sheaf on Xinf . By [31, p.367
and Lemma 11], hocolimT → ∗ is a local weak equivalence. Combining this with
the fact that E ′ is fibrant, the fact that E ′(T ) = hom∗(T, E
′) for T ∈ inf(X), and
adjointness [4, XII.4.1], we obtain homotopy equivalences:
hom∗(∗, E
′) ≃ hom∗(hocolim TT, E
′) ∼= holim T hom∗(T, E
′) = H(Xinf , E
′). 
Remark 4.9.1. Fibrant presheaves are not always nilinvariant. In particular, E ′(X)
is not always equivalent to H(Xinf , E
′) ∼= hom∗(∗, E
′).
5. Infinitesimal K-theory
In this section, we apply the infinitesimal hypercohomology construction to the
algebraic K-theory spectrum.
Definition 5.1. For U ⊂ T in inf(X), let KI(T ) and HNI(T ) denote the re-
spective homotopy fibers of K(T ) → K(U) and HN(T ) → HN(U). The relative
Chern character induces a natural map KI(T )→ HNI(T ). Goodwillie’s theorem
[25] states that KI(T ) → HNI(T ) is a homotopy equivalence. (It is well known
that the πnKI(T ) are uniquely divisible; see [50].)
Remark 5.1.1. Let K(O, I) and HN(O, I) denote the presheaves sending U ⊂
T to the fibers of K(O(T )) → K(O(U)) and HN(O(T )) → HN(O(U)). Then
K(O, I) → KI and HN(O, I) → HNI are local weak equivalences on inf(X),
because every thickening is locally affine. By 4.8, H(Xinf ,K(O, I)) ≃ H(Xinf ,KI)
and H(Xinf , HN(O, I)) ≃ H(Xinf , HNI).
Theorem 5.2. The map H(Xinf ,KI)→ H(Xinf , HNI) is a homotopy equivalence
for all X in Sch/F , and there is a commutative diagram whose rows are fibrations:
H(Xinf ,KI)
≃

// H(Xinf ,K)
H(ch)

// K(X)
ch

H(Xinf , HNI) // H(Xinf , HN) // HN(X).
Proof. Applying H(Xinf ,−) to KI(T )
≃
−→HNI(T ) yields the first assertion.
By Lemma 4.5, H(Xinf , T 7→K(U)) ∼= K(X), and similarly for T 7→ HN(U). By
Lemma 4.3, applying H(Xinf ,−) to KI(T )→ K(T )→ K(U) and its HN analogue
yields the desired equivalence of fibration sequences. 
Theorem 5.3. If n ≥ 1 then HNn(X) ∼= πn−1H(Xinf ,KI) for all X in Sch/F .
Proof. The result is immediate from 5.2 when n > 1, since πnH(Xinf , HN) = 0 for
n ≥ 1 by 4.2. For n = 1 it suffices to show that π0H(Xinf , HN)→ HN0(X) is an
injection. In fact,
πnH(Xinf , HN)→ HNn(X)→ HPn(X)
is a split injection for all n, by Proposition 3.7. 
Remark 5.3.1. When n ≤ 0, πn−1H(Xinf ,KI) ∼=
∏
i>0H
2i−n(Xinf ,O) for affine X .
This follows from 5.2, 3.7 and HNn(X) = HPn(X) ∼=
∏
iH
2i−n(Xinf ,O).
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Remark 5.3.2. Although the setup is analogous to that of [8] and [9], those arti-
cles allow noncommutative thickenings, and [8] uses connective K-theory. These
differences account for the restriction n ≥ 1 in Theorem 5.3. Nevertheless, up to
these slight differences in definitions, Theorem 5.3 recovers the second main result,
Theorem 6.2(i), of [8]. That is, for n ≥ 1 the Chern character Kn(X)→ HNn(X)
may be indentified with the map Kn(X)→ πn−1H(Xinf ,KI) in 5.2. This fails for
n = 0, since second map omits the “rank” component
ch0 : K0(X)→ H
0(X,Z)→ H0(Xinf ,O)
of the Chern character K0(X)→ HN0(X), as Remark 5.3.1 shows.
We conclude this section with a comparison (Theorem 5.6) between infinitesimal
hypercohomology H(Xinf ,K) and the “infinitesimal K-theory” used in our earlier
papers [11] and [12] and based upon the construction in the eponymous paper [8].
Definition 5.4. Let K inf(X) denote the homotopy fiber of the Chern character
ch : K(X)→ HN(X). Here K(X) is non-connective K-theory, not the connected
and rational version used in [8].
Lemma 5.5. H(Xinf ,K
inf) ≃ K inf(X).
This lemma is immediate from 5.2 and 4.3. Alternatively, note that K inf satisfies
Zariski descent, because both K and HN do. Moreover, K inf is nilinvariant, by
5.1, so 5.5 also follows from Lemma 4.5.
Theorem 5.6. For any X ∈ Sch/F , there is a homotopy fibration sequence:
K inf(X)→ H(Xinf ,K)→
∏
i≥0
Ω2iH(Xinf ,O)
In particular, for n ≥ 1, K infn (X)
∼= πnH(Xinf ,K).
Proof. Applying H(Xinf ,−) to the fibration of 5.4, and using 5.5 and 4.3, we get
a fibration sequence K inf(X) → H(Xinf ,K) → H(Xinf , HN). The sequence in 5.6
and the homotopy group calculation follow from Example 4.2. 
Remark 5.6.1. One should compare Theorem 5.6 to [8, Theorem 6.2(ii)]. This is
not straightforward, because our notation is not compatible with that in [8].
6. Cathelineau’s Theorem for Schemes
In this section, we develop both a scheme-theoretic version (6.1) and an infini-
tesimal version (6.3) of Cathelineau’s Theorem (see Theorems A.1 and B.8 in the
Appendices). Although we do not need the scheme-theoretic version for our Main
Theorem 0.1, it is of independent interest. It also sets the stage for the infinitesi-
mal version, which we will need for Theorem 7.1, and hence for our Main Theorem.
Throughout this section, we work over a field of characteristic 0.
Let I be a nilpotent sheaf of ideals on a scheme, and consider the Zariski presheaf
K(−, I), sending U to the homotopy fiber of K(U) → K(U/I), where U/I is the
scheme over U with structure sheaf OU/I. By [48], K and K(−, I) satisfy Zariski
descent. Since K(O, I) → K(−, I) is a local weak equivalence for the Zariski
topology, it follows that we have K(U, I) ≃ Hzar(U,K(O, I)).
By B.9, both λk and ψk are spectrum maps from K(O, I) to itself. Applying
Zariski descent, they induce spectrum maps from each K(U, I) to itself.
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We define HC(−, I) and HN(−, I) similarly, or as the Eilenberg-MacLane spec-
tra associated to the appropriate chain complexes of sheaves. Since λk and ψk
are associated to chain maps, compatible with the homotopy equivalences B :
HC(U, I)[1]→ HN(U, I), they are spectrum maps compatible with B.
Theorem 6.1. If I is a nilpotent sheaf of ideals on a scheme, then the relative
Chern character K(−, I) → HC(−, I)[1] ≃ HN(−, I) is compatible with the oper-
ations λk in the sense that ψk(ch x) = k · ch(ψkx) for each x ∈ Km(U, I).
In addition, we have a homotopy commutative diagram of presheaves of spectra:
K(−, I)
≃ //
λk

HC(−, I)[1]
λk

≃
B
// HN(−, I)
λk

K(−, I)
≃ // HC(−, I)[1]
≃
B
// HN(−, I).
Proof. By the spectrum version B.9 of Theorem B.8, we have a homotopy commu-
tative diagram of presheaves of spectra:
K(O, I)
≃ //
λk

HC(O, I)[1]
≃
B
//
λk

HN(O, I)
λk

K(O, I)
≃ // HC(O, I)[1]
≃
B
// HN(O, I).
Applying Zariski hypercohomology (and homotopy groups), we get the result. 
Let K(i)(−, I), HC(i−1)(−, I) and HN (i−1)(−, I) denote the respective homotopy
fibers of ψk−ki on K(−, I), HC(−, I) and HN(−, I). Copying the proof of Corol-
lary B.11 proves the following.
Corollary 6.2. There is a homotopy commutative diagram for each U :
K(U, I)
≃
−→ HC(U, I)[1]
≃
−→
B
HN(U, I)
y≃
y≃
y≃
∏∞
i=1K
(i)(U, I)
≃
−→
∏∞
i=1HC
(i−1)(U, I)[1]
≃
−→
B
∏∞
i=1HN
(i)(U, I).
We now turn to the analogues of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 for the infini-
tesimal topology on a fixed X in Sch/F . In order to distinguish the tautological
ideal of a thickening U ⊂ T from the Zariski case, we adopt the notation KI and
HNI from 5.1 rather than the notation K(−, I) and HN(−, I) used above.
The relative Chern character ch : KI → HNI induces an infinitesimal Chern
character H(Xinf ,KI) → H(Xinf , HNI), and we saw in Theorem 5.2 that it is a
homotopy equivalence. Let KI(i)(T ) and HNI(i)(T ) denote the respective homo-
topy fibers of ψk − ki on KI and HNI; as in B.10 these are defined using a fixed
k ≥ 2, but are independent of this choice up to homotopy equivalence.
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Theorem 6.3. For any X in Sch/F , the infinitesimal Chern character is compat-
ible with the operations λk. That is, we have a commutative diagram of spectra:
H(Xinf ,KI)
ch
≃ //
λk

H(Xinf , HNI)
λk

H(Xinf ,KI)
≃
ch
// H(Xinf , HNI).
There is also a homotopy commutative diagram:
H(Xinf ,KI)
≃
−→
ch
H(Xinf , HNI)
y≃
y≃
∏∞
i=1H(Xinf ,KI
(i))
≃
−→
ch
∏∞
i=1H(Xinf , HNI
(i)).
Proof. The maps K(O, I) → KI and HN(O, I) → HNI are local weak equiva-
lences on Xinf by 5.1.1, and are compatible with the operations ψ
k. Hence they
induce local weak equivalencesK(i)(O, I)→ KI(i) andHN (i)(O, I)→ HNI(i). By
Proposition 4.8, the diagrams in question are weak equivalent to the functorial in-
finitesimal hypercohomology construction 4.1 applied to the commutative diagrams
in Theorem B.8, Corollary B.9 and Corollary B.11. 
7. Hodge decomposition
We now turn to the proof of the main theorem 0.1 stated in the introduction.
We first prove the result for n ≥ 1, and for all X in Sch/F , where F is a field of
characteristic 0.
Theorem 7.1. For all X in Sch/F and all n ≥ 1, the map ch : Kn(X)→ HNn(X)
satisfies ψk(ch) = k · ch(ψk), i.e., ch sends K
(i)
n (X) to HN
(i)
n (X).
Proof. The left half of the following diagram commutes by Theorem 5.2, and the
right half of this diagram commutes by Theorem 6.3. The lower left map is injective
when n ≥ 1 because in that case πnH(Xinf , HN) = 0 by 4.2.
Kn(X)
∂
−→ πn−1H(Xinf ,KI)
∼=
−→
∏∞
i=1 πn−1H(Xinf ,KI
(i))
ych
y∼=
y∼=
HNn(X)
∂
−−→
into
πn−1H(Xinf , HNI)
∼=
−→
∏∞
i=1 πn−1H(Xinf , HNI
(i)).
The two horizontal maps ∂ commute with ψk because the operations ψk are com-
patible with the fibration KI(T ) → K(T ) → K(U) (and its HN analogue) used
in the proof of Theorem 5.2. Thus if x ∈ K
(i)
n (X) then ∂(x) ∈ πn−1H(Xinf ,KI
(i)),
and a diagram chase shows that ch(x) is in HN
(i)
n (X). 
Corollary 7.2. For all X in Sch/F and all n, the map ch : Kn(X) → HNn(X)
satisfies ψk(ch) = k · ch(ψk), i.e., ch sends K
(i)
n (X) to HN
(i)
n (X).
Proof. We proceed by downward induction on n, Theorem 7.1 being the base
case n ≥ 1. Given x ∈ Kn(X), the element {x, t} of Kn+1(X × Gm) satisfies
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ψkch({x, t}) = k · ch(ψk{x, t}) by induction. But ψk is multiplicative on K-theory,
and the Chern character is multiplicative by [27, §5] [20], so by 0.2 we have:
ch(ψk{x, t}) = ch(ψkx) · ch(ψkt) = k ch(ψkx) · ch(t).
Although the Adams operations ψk are not multiplicative on HN , the operations
λ¯k = (−1)k−1λk are multiplicative because they commute with the shuffle product
(see [38, 4.5.14, 5.1.14]). Since the Adams operations satisfy ψk = kλ¯k, we have
kψk(a · b) = ψka · ψkb in HN . Hence
kψk(ch{x, t}) = kψk
(
ch(x) · ch(t)
)
) = ψkch(x) · ψkch(t) = k2ψkch(x) · ch(t).
The result follows, because we can divide by k in HN∗, and multiplication by ch(t)
is an injection from HNn(X) into HNn+1(X ×Gm). 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Every element of Kn(A) comes from Kn(A0) for some sub-
algebra A0 of finite type, so we may assume that A is of finite type over a field F .
If n ≤ 0, the theorem follows from [52], and the case n ≥ 1 is handled by Theorem
7.1 above (with X = SpecA). 
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A. Appendix: Cathelineau’s Theorem
In this appendix, we correct the proof of Cathelineau’s theorem [C]. Recall
that Goodwillie’s theorem [25] identifies the relative K-theory Kn(A, I) and cyclic
homology HCn−1(A, I) of a nilpotent ideal I in a Q-algebra A. Also recall that
these groups are the direct sum of their ki-eigenspaces K
(i)
n (A, I) and HC
(i)
n (A, I)
for the Adams operation ψk.
Actually, Goodwillie gave two such isomorphisms, the relative Chern character
ch∗ and the rational homotopy character ρ∗. These group isomorphisms ere shown
to be identical in [13], since the maps which induce them are naturally homotopic.
Cathelineau’s Theorem A.1. Let I be a nilpotent ideal in a commutative Q-
algebra A. Then Goodwillie’s isomorphism Kn(A, I) ∼= HCn−1(A, I) is an isomor-
phism of trivial γ-rings. That is, it identifies K
(i)
n (A, I) and HC
(i−1)
n−1 (A, I).
Using the Science Citation Index to follow Ariadne’s Thread, we see that Cathe-
lineau’s Theorem A.1 has been used in [18], [49], [14, 15], [20], [32] and the present
paper. In addition, [38] and several other papers have cited it without using it:
[52], [6, 7], [21, 22], [39] and [35, 36].
The problem with the proof in [C] is that it references the unpublished Ogle-
Weibel preprint [40], which mistakenly asserts in [40, 1.6] that the GL(Q)-invariant
Chevalley-Eilenberg chain complex xGL(Q)(A, I) is quasi-isomorphic to a certain
homotopy colimit. To fix it, we shall systematically use the combinatorial version
X(A, I) corresponding to the symmetric group Σ∞.
Step 1. Most of this step is presented in [38]. If A is a ring with unit, and Tn(A) is
the subgroup of GLn(A) consisting of upper triangular matrices, then the Volodin
space X(A) ⊂ BGL(A) is the union of the spaces Xn(A) =
⋃
σ∈Σn
BT σn (A); Suslin
proved in [44] that X(A)+ is contractible and that there is a homotopy fibration
(A.2) X(A)→ BGL(A)→ BGL(A)+.
If I is an ideal in A, we may consider the subgroup Tn(A, I) of GLn(A) consisting
of matrices which are upper-triangular modulo I, i.e., the preimage of the upper tri-
angular matrices Tn(A/I). By definition, Xn(A, I) is the union
⋃
σ∈Σn
BT σn (A, I).
Let GL(A/I) denote the image of GL(A) in GL(A/I), and define K(A, I) to
be the homotopy fiber of BGL(A)+ → BGL(A/I)+; by construction, K(A, I) is
a connected space whose homotopy groups πnK(A, I) are the relative K-groups
Kn(A, I) for all n ≥ 1. The following theorem is Theorem 6.1 of [40]; it is cited in
[C] as well as in [2]. As usual, X(A, I) denotes the union of the Xn(A, I).
Theorem A.3. If I is an ideal in A, there are homotopy fibrations
X(A, I)→ BGL(A)→ BGL(A/I)+,
X(A)→ X(A, I)→ K(A, I).
Moreover, there is a homology isomorphism X(A, I) → K(A, I) and a homotopy
equivalence X(A, I)+ ≃ K(A, I).
Proof. The original proof of Theorem 6.1 in [40] works, and is reproduced on page
361 of [38]. 
Lemma A.4. If σ ∈ Σn+1, the canonical embedding in : Xn → Xn+1 and the
embedding σinσ
−1 are naturally homotopic. Hence Σ∞ acts trivially on H∗X(A, I).
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Proof. As noted in [40, 3.1] [24, I.5], Suslin’s argument in [45, 1.5] goes through. 
Corollary A.5. The direct sum of matrices makes X(A, I)+ into an H-space. In
particular, H∗(X(A, I);Q) is a Hopf algebra.
Proof. Lemma A.4 is the ingredient needed for the classical proof to go through.
(Cf. [40, Remark 6.1.1] and the proof in [38, 11.3.4].) 
In order to view X(A, I) as a homotopy colimit, we need to expand the indexing
set from Σn to the collection An of all partial orders σ of {1, ..., n}, so that family of
subgroups T σ is closed under intersection. This expands Σ∞ = ∪Σn to A = ∪An,
and is the standard adjustment described in [24, p. 386], [40, 1.5] and [2, 1.2]. The
point is that the natural map of simplicial chain complexes
(A.6) hocolim
An
C∗(BT
σ
n (A, I))→ C∗(Xn(A, I))
is a quasi-isomorphism for all n, including n =∞. The proof of Claim III.9 in [24]
goes through in this setting, as does the proof of [40, 1.4].
Step 2. On pp. 391–393 of [24], Goodwillie considered the Lie algebra tn(A) of
strictly upper triangular matrices and introduced the sum xn(A) =
∑
σ∈Σn
C∗t
σ
n(A)
of the Chevalley-Eilenberg chain complexes as a useful homological tool. He also
introduced the subgebra tσn(A) for each partial order σ of {1, ..., n} and proved
(Claim III.9 in [24]) that the canonical map hocolimAn C∗t
σ
n(A) → xn(A) is a
quasi-isomorphism.
There are quasi-isomorphisms C∗(T
σ
n (A),Q)
≃
−→C∗t
σ
n(A), arising from rational
homotopy theory, which are natural in n and σ. They were used by Goodwillie in
[24, p. 392] and shown to be natural in [46, 5.11]. As observed on p. 85 of [46],
naturality implies that if Q ⊆ A there is a natural quasi-isomorphism
(A.7) C∗(Xn(A),Q)
≃
−→xn(A).
If I is a nilpotent ideal in A, and σ is a partial ordering of {1, ..., n}, we may
consider the nilpotent Lie subalgebra tσn(A, I) of gln(A) consisting of matrices whose
reductions modulo I are in tσn(A/I). The rational homotopy theoretic argument
given by Goodwillie on pp. 392–3 of [24] (and made natural in [46, 5.11]) works for
any nilpotent Lie algebra over Q, and so works in this context to yield canonical
quasi-isomorphisms
(A.8) C∗(T
σ
n (A, I),Q)
≃
−→C∗t
σ
n(A, I).
Now consider the chain complex xn(A, I) =
∑
σ C∗(t
σ
n(A, I)). The following
lemma repairs the mistake in [40, 1.6], which is also a gap in the sketch of [38,
11.3.15].
Lemma A.9. The map hocolimAn C∗t
σ
n(A, I)→ xn(A, I) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Choosing a basis for I and completing it to a basis of A, we get a basis of
C∗gln(A) which restricts to a basisB∗(σ) of each C∗t
σ
n(A, I), and this family of chain
complexes is closed under intersection. Thus for each p the functor σ 7→ Cpt
σ
n(A, I)
is the free vector space on the underlying basis functor Bp from An to sets. For
each basis element b ∈ ∪Bp(σ) there is a unique minimal partial order α so that
b ∈ Bp(α). This is enough for the proof of Claim III.9 in [24] to go through. 
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Remark A.10. The construction of the basis Bp(σ) is also enough for the following
proof to work; it is the original proof of [40, 1.4]. For each q, the simplicial homotopy
hj(b, σ0 → · · · ) = (b, α = · · ·α→ σj → · · · )
from the identity of hocolimCq to the retraction onto the subgroup xq(A, I) shows
that Hp(hocolimCq) is: xq(A, I) if p = 0 and zero otherwise. Thus the spectral
sequence E1pq = Hp(hocolimCq)⇒ Hp+q hocolimC∗ degenerates at E
2 to yield the
conclusion Hpxn(A, I) ∼= Hp hocolimC∗ of Lemma A.9.
Theorem A.11. There is a natural isomorphism H∗(Xn(A, I),Q) ∼= H∗xn(A, I)
for each n, induced by Σn-equivariant quasi-isomorphisms:
C∗(Xn(A, I),Q) ≃ hocolim
An
C∗(T
σ
n (A, I),Q) ≃ hocolim
An
C∗t
σ
n(A, I) ≃ xn(A, I).
Proof. Combine (A.6) and the homotopy colimit of (A.8) with Lemma A.9. 
Remark A.12. The natural maps in (A.8) assemble directly to yield the natural
quasi-isomorphism φ : C∗(Xn(A, I),Q)
≃
−→xn(A, I). This follows from repeated use
of Mayer-Vietoris sequences, as observed in [46, p. 85]. A second hocolim-free proof
of Theorem A.11 is sketched in [38, 11.3.15].
The composition ρ of the Hurewicz map K(A, I)
h
−→C∗K(A, I), the homotopy
equivalence of A.3, the map φ of A.12 and the Loday-Quillen map θ : x(A, I)→
HC(A, I)[1] (defined in [38, 10.2.3/11.3.12]) and B : HC(A, I)[1] ≃ HN(A, I) is:
(A.13) K(A, I)
h
→C∗K(A, I)
≃
←C∗X(A, I)
φ
→x(A, I)
θ
→HC(A, I)[1]
B
→HN(A, I).
Here the cyclic homology complex is taken over k = Q, and the non-negative chain
complexes are regarded as simplicial sets using the Dold-Kan correspondence. We
write ch−rht for the composition Bθ ◦ φ : C∗X(A, I) → HN(A, I) in (A.13); it is
natural in A and I.
Definition A.14. ([25]; cf. [38, 11.3.1]) Let I be a nilpotent ideal in a Q-algebra
A. The map ρ : K(A, I) → HC(A, I)[1] of (A.13) is called the rational homotopy
theory character. Goodwillie proved in [25] that ch−rht and hence ρ are homotopy
equivalences for all (A, I). It is the map invoked by Cathelineau in [C, p.600].
Here is the correction to Proposition 4.3 of [40], which is also the conclusion
(1.2.4) of Aboughazi-Ogle [2]. Since their proof formally relies on some assertions
in [40], this theorem also fills in the details of the presentation in [2].
Theorem A.15. (Cf. [38, 11.3]) If I is a nilpotent ideal in a Q-algebra A then the
map ρ induces isomorphisms for all m ≥ 1:
Km(A, I) ∼= PrimHm(C∗X(A, I),Q) ∼= PrimHmx(A, I) ∼= HCm−1(A, I).
Proof. We need only verify that the proof of (1.2.4) in [2] works mutatis mutandis.
Equation (1.2.1) in [2] is the combination of (A.6) and Theorem A.3. Equation
(1.2.2) in [2] is just Theorem A.11. Given these substitions and Lemma A.4, the
proof of Claim 1.2.3 in [2] is valid. Therefore Theorem 1.1.12 of [2] applies to the
complex x(A, I), as asserted in [2], to yield the desired isomorphisms. 
We will need the following result, proven in [13, 6.5]. The relative Chern char-
acter ch : K(A, I) → HN(A, I) was defined by Goodwillie in [25, II.3.3] as the
composition of the map K(A, I)
h
−→C∗K(A, I)
∼
← C∗X(A, I) of (A.13) and a nat-
ural map ch− : C∗X(A, I)→ HN(A, I) (see [38, 11.4.6] for the definition of ch
−).
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Proposition A.16. ([13, 6.5.1]) Let I be a nilpotent ideal in a Q-algebra A. Then
the map ch− is naturally chain homotopy equivalent to ch−rht. Hence the rela-
tive Chern character ch and the rational homotopy character ρ (composed with
HC(A, I)[1] ≃ HN(A, I)) are homotopic for each (A, I).
Step 3. Cathelineau’s paper [C] refers to the preprint [40] in the following places.
(1) On p. 597, Cathelineau cites [40, 2.3] for the isomorphism H∗tn(A, I) ∼=
H∗(Tn(A, I),Q). This isomorphism is rederived in (A.8) above, and in [38,
11.3.14].
(2) Set G = GL(Q). On p. 599, the space XG(A, I) =
⋃
g∈GBT (A, I)
g and
the chain complex xG(A, I) =
∑
g∈G C∗(t
g) of [40] are introduced, and
then [40, 2.4] is cited for the existence of a G-equivariant isomorphism
ΦG : H∗(x
G(A, I))→ H∗(X
G(A, I)) in the proof of Lemma 2.
The existence of ΦG is unclear. As explained above, we need to replace
XG(A, I) by the space X(A, I), and xG(A, I) by the chain complex x(A, I).
By appealing to Theorem A.11 above, we get the required isomorphism
H∗(x(A, I) ∼= H∗(X(A, I)). This corrects the proof of Lemma 2 of [C].
(3) In the definition of λk ([C], bottom of p. 599), Cathelineau cites [40, 3.2] for
the fact that G acts trivially on the homology of XG(A, I) and xG(A, I),
so that the maps λkn are compatible with inductive limits. This is not a
problem any more, by Lemma A.4 and A.11.
(4) He cites [40, 6.1] for the fact that XG(A, I) → K(A, I) is a homology
isomorphism. This is replaced by Theorem A.3 above.
(5) In the middle of p. 600, he cites [40, 4.3] that the primitives of H∗(X) agree
with HC∗−1(A, I). This is replaced by Theorem A.15.
(6) The H-space structure on X(A, I)+, used to define the topological maps
λkn from Xn(A, I) to X(A, I)
+ on p. 601, is deduced from Remark 6.1.1 of
[40]. This is addressed in A.5 above.
(7) In order to see that λkn+1 is freely homotopic to in ◦λ
k
n, Cathelineau invokes
the argument of [40, 3.1]. In fact, these maps differ by conjugation by an
element of Σn+1, so this follows from Lemma A.4 above.
(8) Cathelineau’s Remark 2.5 points out that, while compatibility with the λ-
structures is proven for the isomorphism Kn(A, I)Q ∼= HCn−1(A, I) of [40,
6.2], which is the rational homotopy character (A.14), it agrees with the
isomorphism ρ constructed by Goodwillie in [25].
B. Appendix: Space-level versions of Cathelineau’s Theorem
Cathelineau’s Theorem A.1 concerns the K-groups Km(A, I) = πmK(A, I) of
a nilpotent ideal in a ring. In this Appendix, we develop a space-level version
(Theorem B.8) of Cathelineau’s Theorem. That is, for every nilpotent sheaf of ideals
I, the rational homotopy character (A.13) from the simplicial presheaf K(O, I) :
U 7→ K(O(U), I(U)) to HC(O, I)[1] ∼= HN(O, I) preserves the λ-filtration. By
Proposition A.16, the same is true for the relative Chern character up to homotopy.
Theorem B.10, the spectrum analogue of Theorem B.8, is needed for the proof of
Theorem 6.3, which in turn is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 7.1; our
Main Theorem 0.1 is a special case of 7.1. Theorem B.8 is also used for the scheme-
theoretic Theorem 6.1.
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We will work with a presheaf model (B.1) of the affine rational homotopy charac-
ter (A.13) of a sheaf I of nilpotent ideals. The remaining steps, which were alluded
to in Step 3 of Appendix A, follow Cathelineau’s construction in [C]. Compatible
presheaf operations Λk and λk are constructed on the Xn and xn in (B.3) and B.5.
The full compatibility is given in Theorem B.8.
We need to re-introduce some of the notation used in Appendix A. For each
n, any ideal I determines a sheaf of subgroups Tn(O, I) of GLn(O); we form the
simplicial subsheaf Xn(O, I) =
⋃
σ∈Σn
BT σn (O, I) of BGLn(O) by conjugating by
permutation matrices. By abuse of notation, we shall write BGL(O)+ for the
functorial fibrant model Z∞BGL(O) of the plus construction, and write K(O, I)
for the homotopy fiber of BGL(O)+ → BGL(O/I)+. Recall from Theorem A.3
that there is a homology isomorphism from X(O, I) =
⋃
Xn(O, I) to K(O, I), i.e.,
the natural map C∗X(O, I) → C∗K(O, I) is a quasi-isomorphism when evaluated
at any U . Therefore K∗(O, I) ∼= PrimH∗(X(O, I)).
The sheafification of Theorem A.11 (see A.12) yields a Σn-equivariant quasi-
isomorphism: φ : C∗Xn(O, I)
≃
−→xn(O, I). This yields the presheaf version of the
rational homotopy character (A.13):
(B.1) K(O, I)
h
−→C∗K(O, I)
≃
← C∗X(O, I)
≃
−→x(O, I)→ HC(O, I)[1].
By Proposition A.16, the map C∗X(O, I) → HC(O, I)[1] ≃ HN(O, I) in (B.1) is
naturally homotopy to ch− and hence (B.1) is homotopy equivalent to the presheaf
form of the relative Chern character.
In order to invert the backwards arrow in (B.1), we use the global projective
closed model structure on simplicial presheaves of sets (discussed in Appendix C);
this is the simplicial closed model structure in which a presheaf map f is a fibration
or a weak equivalence if f(U) is one for each Zariski open U . Let K(O, I)′ be
the cofibrant replacement for K(O, I), and factor the backwards map in (B.1) as
C∗K(O, I)
≃
և C
≃
֋ C∗X(O, I). Then h lifts to a map h
′ : K(O, I)′ → C and, since
x(O, I) is fibrant, (B.1) lifts to a map
(B.2) K(O, I)′
h′
−→C
≃
−→x(O, I)→ HC(O, I)[1].
Since the relative Chern character ch is defined using the same backwards arrow,
the remarks after (B.1) show that ch lifts to a map K(O, I)′
h′
−→C → HN(O, I),
homotopy equivalent to (B.2), followed by HC(O, I)[1] ≃ HN(O, I).
Our next step is to construct the operations λk on C∗Xn(O, I) and xn(O, I).
Following Cathelineau, the exterior power operations determine group maps Λk×,n
from Tn(O, I) to T(nk)
(O, I) and these induce maps of simplicial sheaves
(B.3) Λk×,n : Xn(O, I)→ X(nk)
(O, I).
The exterior power operations also determine Lie algebra maps Λk+,n from tn(O, I)
to t(nk)
(O, I) and hence chain maps on xn(O, I). These two constructions are com-
patible in the following sense. Let h : X → C∗X denote the Hurewicz map; as in
(A.13), we regard non-negative chain complexes as spaces by Dold-Kan.
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Lemma B.4. Let I be a nilpotent sheaf of ideals on T , and n, k natural numbers.
The following diagram commutes:
Xn(O, I)
Λk×,n

h // C∗Xn(O, I)
Λk×,n

φ
≃ // xn(O, I)
Λk+,n

X(nk)
(O, I) h // C∗X(nk)
(O, I)
φ
≃ // x(nk)
(O, I).
Proof. This is immediate from the naturality of the map (A.8); see [46, 5.11]. The
left square commutes by naturality of the Hurewicz map h (see [53, 8.3.9]). 
Now the homology of C∗X(O, I) is a Hopf algebra by A.5, and the same is
true for x(O, I) by (A.7). Composing Λkn with the (chain-level) antipode, we can
define maps −Λkn on C∗Xn(O, I) and xn(O, I). Combining with the direct sum of
matrices, we can define maps λkn = ⊕ ± Λ
i
n on C∗Xn(O, I) and xn(O, I), taking
values in the stable complexes C∗X(O, I) and x(O, I). (The number of times the
factor ±Λin occurs in this expression is suppressed for legibility.)
In the case of X(O, I) we can do better because X(O, I)+
∼
−→K(O, I) is a
weak equivalence by A.3. For this we let X ′n(O, I) be a cofibrant replacement for
Xn(O, I), so that the maps Λ
k
×,n of (B.3) lift to maps X
′
n(O, I) → K(O, I)
′. Us-
ing the homotopy inverse on K(O, I)′ from Proposition C.2, we also have presheaf
maps −Λk×,n. Using the H-space structure on K(O, I)
′, we can combine the maps
±Λk×,n into a presheaf map λ
k
×,n : X
′
n(O, I) → K(O, I)
′ for each n. Given this
stabilization, Lemma B.4 and (B.1) imply:
Proposition B.5. The following diagram commutes for each n and k:
X ′n(O, I)
λk×,n

h // C∗X
′
n(O, I)
λk×,n

≃ // xn(O, I)
λk+,n

K(O, I)′
h // C∗K(O, I)
′ C∗X(O, I)≃
oo ≃ // x(O, I).
This completes the construction of the λk on X ′n(O, I) and xn(O, I).
We may of course pass to the inductive limit over n in the right square of (B.5),
defining compatible operations on C∗X
′(O, I) and x(O, I), a passage made possible
because the symmetric group action is homologically trivial by Lemma A.4. (This
is observed in [C, Lemma 3] and in Step 3(3) of Appendix A to this paper.)
We may also perform this stabilization on X ′n(O, I). Indeed, each map λ
k
n agrees
with the composition X ′n(O, I)→ X
′
n+1(O, I)→ K(O, I) up to conjugation by an
element of Σ∞. As argued by Cathelineau on p. 601 of [C], using St(Z) in place
of St(A), there are natural based homotopies between them, so that they are even
base-point homotopic as presheaf maps. Thus they define a map
(B.6) X(O, I)
∼
←− hocolimX ′n(O, I)
λkn−→K(O, I).
The operations λk+,n in B.5 are compatible with the operations on cyclic homol-
ogy. As observed by Cathelineau on p. 600 of [C], the maps xn(O, I)→ ∧
∗gln(O, I)
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and the Loday-Quillen map both commute with the operations λkn, so we get com-
mutative diagrams:
(B.7) xn(O, I)
λk+,n

// ∧∗gln(O, I)
λk+,n

// HC(O, I)[1]
λk

x(O, I) // ∧∗gl(O, I) // HC(O, I)[1].
The triviality of the symmetric group action in Lemma A.4 extends to the
presheaf level by naturality. This implies that the maps in B.5 and (B.7) are
compatible (up to chain homotopy) with passage from n to n+1. (This is observed
on p.599 of [C] and in Step 3(3) of our Appendix A.)
We are now ready to present a space-level version of Cathelineau’s Theorem A.1:
Theorem B.8. The rational homotopy character (B.1) is compatible with the op-
erations λk defined on K(O, I) and HC(O, I), in the sense that there is a commu-
tative diagram:
K(O, I)′
λk
++WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
W
≃ // X ′(O, I)+
(B.6)
((Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
hocolimX ′n(O, I)
+≃oo
λk×

(B.1)
// HC(O, I)[1]
λk

K(O, I)′
(B.1)
// HC(O, I)[1].
The relative Chern character ch : K(O, I)−→HN(O, I) is compatible with the λ-
operations, up to the natural homotopy of Proposition A.16.
Proof. The diagram (B.8) commutes because it is obtained by glueing (B.6) to-
gether with the homotopy colimits (over n) of the commutative diagrams (B.5) and
(B.7), The upper left map is an inverse to the cofibrant replacement of the weak
equivalence X(O, I)+ → K(O, I), constructed using Lemma C.1.
All that remains is to show that the operations λk on K(O, I) displayed diag-
onally in (B.8) agree with the usual λ-operations induced from the operations on
BGL(O)+. To do this, we need to recall how the usual operations are defined.
As observed in [C, 2.1], the construction of the usual operations λk may be chosen
to follow the pattern described above. Briefly, one defines natural group maps Λkn on
GLn(O) as in (B.3) and applies C.2 to theH-space structure on BGL(O)
+ to obtain
an H-inverse ι on a cofibrant replacement of BGL(O)+, and then construct maps
λkn on BGL
′
n(O), as described before B.5. As in (B.6), this induces a map λ
k on
BGL′(O) and BGL(O)+; finally this induces the relative operations λk onK(O, I).
(Compare with [43, p.511].) By construction, the inclusions X ′n(O, I) ⊂ BGL
′
n(O)
are compatible with the operations λkn just defined, and the λ
k defined in (B.6).
Thus we have a commutative diagram:
(B.8a) X ′(O, I)
(B.6) ''NN
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
hocolimX ′n(O, I)
≃oo
λk×

// hocolimBGL′n(O)
≃
−→BGL(O)
λk+

K(O, I)′ // BGL(O)+.
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Applying the functorial +-construction Z∞ converts X
′(O, I) and BGL(O) into
K(O, I) and BGL(O)+ in (B.8a), up to weak equivalence. As argued by Cathelin-
eau on p. 602 of [C], the horizontal composites K(O, I) → BGL(O)+ are part of
a presheaf of fibration sequences, with third term BGL(O/I)+. It follows that the
map (B.6) does indeed induce the usual operation λk on K(O, I), as claimed. 
Remark B.8.1. Since the relative Chern character is multiplicative, it follows from
B.8 that there is a similar compatibility result (up to homotopy) for polynomials in
the λi. For example, the Adams operations ψk are defined as polynomials; by [34,
5.3], ψk = (−1)k−1kλk on π∗K(O, I) and HC∗(O, I). Hence the Adams operations
are compatible with the relative Chern character up to natural homotopy.
In order to extend Theorem B.8 to presheaves of spectra, recall that we can
regard chain complexes as spectra, and morphisms of chain complexes as morphisms
of spectra (see [50, p. 552]). In this way, HC(O, I)[1] is a presheaf of (connective)
spectra and the λk are spectrum endomorphisms of HC(O, I)[1].
In a parallel abuse of notation, we shall write K(O, I) for the presheaf of spectra
whose initial space is the space K(O, I). Note that the a priori non-connective
K-theory spectrum obtained by evaluation at any U just happens to be connective
because it is the relative K-theory spectrum of a nilpotent ideal. It is easy to
see that the rational homotopy character and the relative Chern character ch :
K(O, I)−→HN(O, I) are both morphisms of spectra, and that ch is a homotopy
equivalence of spectra by Goodwillie’s Theorem [25]. (See [48, Exercise 9.10]; the
key is that ch is multiplicative by [27, §5]). Using the main result of [13], it is easy
to see that these morphisms are homotopic. Combining these facts with Theorem
B.8 and Remark B.8.1, we see that we have proven:
Corollary B.9. When I is a nilpotent sheaf of ideals, λk and ψk are morphisms
of presheaves of spectra, from K(O, I)′ to K(O, I), and commute with ch up to
natural homotopy equivalence.
We conclude with an interpretation in terms of the eigen-components with re-
spect to these operations. We fix k ≥ 2, and define K(i)(O, I) to be the cofibrant
homotopy fiber of λk+(−1)kki−1 : K(O, I)′ → K(O, I). We leave it as an exercise
to see that (up to homotopy equivalence) this is independent of the choice of k > 1,
and that our choice here of λk rather than ψk is immaterial (use Remark B.8.1).
Recall too from [38, 4.6.7 and 4.5.16] that the chain complex for cyclic homology
breaks up into the direct product of subcomplexes HC(i) on which λk + (−1)kki
and ψk − ki+1 are acyclic. Passing to the associated Eilenberg-MacLane spectra,
this means that HC(i)(O, I) is the homotopy fiber of λk + (−1)kki on HC(O, I).
A similar description holds for HN(O, I); see [38, 5.1.20]. Thus we have proven:
Theorem B.10. The rational homotopy character (B.1) induces maps on each
eigen-component K(i)(O, I), fitting into a commutative square:
K(i)(O, I)
≃
−−−−→ HC(i−1)(O, I)[1]
≃
−−−−→ HN (i)(O, I)
y
y
y
K(O, I)
≃
−−−−→ HC(O, I)[1]
≃
−−−−→ HN(O, I).
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Using the fact that HC(O, I) ∼=
∏
i≥0HC
(i)(O, I), we see from B.10 that the
maps K(i)(O, I) → K(O, I)′ are split, and that we have a homotopy equivalence
K(O, I)′
≃
−→
∏
i≥1K
(i)(O, I). Thus we deduce:
Corollary B.11. There is a homotopy commutative diagram:
K(O, I)
≃
−→
ch
HC(O, I)[1]
≃
−→ HN(O, I)
y≃
y≃
y≃
∏∞
i=1K
(i)(O, I)
≃
−→
ch
∏∞
i=1HC
(i−1)(O, I)[1]
≃
−→
∏∞
i=1HN
(i)(O, I).
C. Appendix: Simplicial presheaves of Sets
In this Appendix we prove some elementary results about simplicial presheaves
of sets, which are used in Appendix B. By a simplicial presheaf we mean a con-
travariant functor from a fixed small category T to the category of simplicial sets.
Lemma C.1. Let f : E → E′ be a weak equivalence in any model category, with
E fibrant and E′ cofibrant. Then there is a map g : E′ → E such that gf and fg
are weak equivalences.
Proof. Consider the mapping cylinder T of f , weak equivalent to E′, constructed
using the (CM5) factorization of E ∨ E′ → E′ in the model structure. Since E′ is
cofibrant, i : E → T is a trivial cofibration. Since E is fibrant, i has a retract by
axiom (CM4). But then the map g : E′ → T → E has the desired properties; the
homotopy from the identity on E (which is E → T → E) to gf is given by the map
T
∼
−→E′
∼
−→T ; the homotopy from fg to the identity on E′ is similar. 
We say that a map E → E′ of simplicial presheaves is a (global) weak equiva-
lence if each E(U)→ E′(U) is a homotopy equivalence of simplicial sets (or, more
formally, a homotopy equivalence between the corresponding topological spaces).
A global model structure on simplicial presheaves is one whose weak equivalences
are the global weak equivalences.
Proposition C.2. Let H be a fibrant presheaf of connected H-spaces, and H ′
∼
։ H
its cofibrant replacement in a global model structure. Then there is a presheaf map
ι : H ′ → H ′ such that each H ′(U) is an H-group with homotopy inverse ι(U).
Proof. Consider the shear map φ : H×H → H×H defined by φ(x, y) = (x, xy). By
[56, X.2.1], each φ(U) is a homotopy equivalence, i.e., φ is a global weak equivalence.
If C
∼
։ H × H is a cofibrant replacement, then C is fibrant (because H × H is)
and the shear map lifts to a map φ : C → C. By C.1, there is a map ψ : C → C
which is a homotopy inverse of φ on each U . Let i1 : H
′ → C and pr2 : C → H
′
be the cofibrant replacements of the inclusion H = H × ∗ → H × H and the
projection H × H → ∗ × H = H . By [56, III.4.17], each H ′(U) is an H-group,
via H ′(U)
∼
−→H(U); the composite H ′
i1−→C
ψ
−→C
pr2
−→H ′ will be the desired map ι
which is a homotopy inverse for each H-space H ′(U). 
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We can do better using the global projective closed model structure, in which
fibrations are defined objectwise; this simplicial closed model structure was intro-
duced by Quillen in [41, Ch.II, §4, Th.4]. Indeed, the representable presheaves
hX : U 7→ HomT(U,X) form a family of small projective generators; see [4, pp.
314]. It follows that, for any X in T and any cofibration of simplicial sets K ֌ L,
the canonical arrow hX ⊗K → hX ⊗ L is a cofibration,
The following result does not seem to be in the literature.
Theorem C.3. Assume that T has finite products. For the global projective closed
model structure, the product of cofibrant presheaves is cofibrant.
Recall from the proof of [41, Ch.II, §4, Th.4] that every simplicial presheaf has a
canonical cofibrant replacement C(∞), in which the “n-skeleton” C(n) is obtained
by attaching cells to C(n−1) of the form hX ⊗∆
n along maps hX ⊗ ∂∆
n → C(n−1).
Proof. It suffices to assume that C1, C2 are canonical cofibrant presheaves and show
that C1×C2 is cofibrant. Since hX×hY = hX×Y , the result is true for representable
presheaves, and in particular for the 0-skeleton of C1 × C2. Inductively, suppose
that Cn = C
(n)
1 ×C
(n)
2 is cofibrant and that C
(n+1)
i is obtained from C
(n)
i by pushing
out along coproducts of cells of the form Ai = hXi ⊗ ∂∆
n
֌ hXi ⊗∆
n = Bi. Then
Cn → C(n+1) × C
(n)
2 → C
(n+1) × C
(n)
2 ∪Cn C
(n) × C
(n+1)
2 → C
(n+1) × C
(n+1)
2
is a cofibration since the first two maps are just pushouts along co-base extensions of
Ai → Bi (i = 1, 2), and the final map is a co-base extension of A1×A2 ֌ B1×B2,
which is a cofibration because it is a coproduct of maps hXi×Xj ⊗ (K ֌ L). 
Corollary C.4. If H is a presheaf of connected fibrant H-spaces, its cofibrant
replacement H ′ (in the global projective closed model structure) is a presheaf of
H-groups.
Proof. Since H ′×H ′ is cofibrant by C.3, the product H×H → H lifts to a product
H ′ ×H ′ → H ′, and the homotopy inverse ι : H ′ → H ′ exists by C.2. 
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